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Hydrogen bonding is characterized by small displacements of hydrogen H+, 
δH+=18.10-12mtr in an H2Oice molecule at 108pmtr from the oxygen O2- nucleus. 3δH+ 
per H2Oice are sufficient to generate by sublimation either an OH-

gas or an H+
gas ion 

capacitance. It means that a 'serial capacitive' current of 1023(H++OH-)gas.mtr per 
1018moleculesH2Oice, equivalent with 107C.cm2/moleH2Oice (1mtr=10x10cm2), can be 
transmitted to the surface where the combined buffer ion capacitance (by definition 
V.cm) is expressed as Volt.cm2. It provides a rationale for Faraday's law, which shows 
that 1mole(H+ and OH-) current (defined as C/mtr.sec) precipitates 105C(H++OH-).mtr/ltr 
(107C(H++OH-).cm2/ltr. The concentration of H+ and OH- at pH7 is 10-7mole/ltr, which 
means that the sublimated ice capacitance in the surface becomes randomly distributed as 
free electrical potential, as (H+ and OH-)gas in the space between the ice molecules.  
107molecules(H++OH-)gas/sec.ltrice and 10-7mole(H+,OH-)/ltr are therefore synonymous. 3 
Serial sets of 107H2Oicemolecules/mole.mtr (1023H2O.cm2) generate alternating 30mC(H+ 
or OH-)/cm2.moleH2O.sec, while being distributed as 15mCH2Ogas/ltrice.sec per moleH+ 
or moleOH- each. 15mC/moleH2Oice is equivalent with 0.83Joule/ltr, equivalent with 
8.33Joule/ltr because it is generated in 0.1ltr (1mtrx1cm2). Thus, the scalar energy of 
8.33Joule/ltr, the gas constant, is transmitted in ice by hydrogen bonding from one H2O 
molecule to another at a speed invariant with the distance x between the molecules. 
Water is therefore a mixture of ice and gas, characterized reversible by isentropic 
adiabatic ice/gas exchange.  
Fusion of H+ and OH- ions by ribosome's yield 15mC/moleH2Oice.sec, sufficient to 
transmit 3 parallel mRNA bonding capacitances to the genome (accepting the bonding 
capacitance acting as ice/gas surface interface). The +H2Oice/3mRNA- codon capacitance 
replaces H2O bonding capacitance in the dielectrical vacuum of the genome, which 
escapes as alternating 30mC buffer capacitance. The sum of energy of strings α and β 
sublimating as ice into gas (Vice.δiH2Ogas ) or vice versa (iH2Ogas.δVice) is zero (Kirchoff) in 
a subspace of 0.1ltrice with total capacitance of 1022C/1018H2Oice (see above). The ratio 
α/β is therefore 0.82Joule/sec (α/β=δVice/Vice * iH2Ogas/δiH2Ogas= log1018/log1022=0.82). 
This result shows that electro dynamical energy information of mRNA strings, each 
containing 18-H2O/3mRNA codons of surround protein information, are sent through ice 
instantaneously to the genome by the ribosome’s in 10 subspaces, while replacing H2Oice 
in the genomic dielectrical vacuum. The latter expand to alternating 22(H+ or 22OH-)gas 
buffer capacitance strings. Information is collected from 10 subspaces before the gas 
space is saturated with 8.33Joule/ltrice. Then the capacitance (C.10sec) becomes current 
(C/0.1sec) and the gas space implodes at an acceleration of 1ltr/10sec.cm2.0.1sec, which 
is 10mtr/sec2. Non-coding genes provide an information stop of this stepwise ribosomal 
information transmission. These genes generate double-strand free radical strings of 22 
nucleotides micro miRNAs each3,4, which act as genomic RNA scavengers while 
restoring the 18H2Oice bonding content of the genome (www.bijman.info)3,4. 
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